
XXXIV International specialized exhibition 

FOOD INDUSTRY



BELAGRO  statistics:2023

Exhibition area 2 000 sq.m8

Participants: 450 companies from :Belarus, China, Germany, India, Italy, Pakistan, Palestine, Russia, Turkey, Vietnam.

Joint expositions of:  Ministry of Agriculture and Food of the Republic of Belarus
   Ministry of Industry
   National Academy of Sciences of Belarus
   Concern "Belgospischeprom»
   Belkoopsoyuz

BELPRODUCT-2024

The exposition of International specialized exhibition BELFARM 
will display the latest achievements in the eld of animal 
husbandry, poultry and sh farming
Exhibition pro le:
Equipment and technologies for farming
Livestock reproduction; genetic material trade
Feed, feed supplements, concentrates, premixes
Equipment for maintenance and feeding
Means of transportation and livestock trailers
Milking and cooling systems; 
accessories
Poultry and shing
Breeding animals
Veterinary services

BELPRODUCT is the leading regional Food and Beverage 
Exhibition that offers the visitors a comprehensive overview of the 
latest innovations and developments in food and beverage sector 
of both local and foreign producers.
Exhibition pro le:
Food
Beverages
Gastronomy
Farm products

BELFARM-2024



Ladies and Gentlemen,  

We would like you to join the  International agroindustrial exhibition34nd  -20BELAGRO 24

The exhibition  has been held since 1990 within Belarusian Agroindustrial Week and nowadays it is BELAGRO
the largest demonstration site of achievements of agroindustrial complex. The event displays a wide range 
of the latest machinery and equipment, up-to date developments in agriculture, animal husbandry, poultry 
and sh farming, agricultural production, housing construction, food processing and etc. International 
specialized exhibitions and BELFARM BELPRODUCT BIOGAS FOOD INDUSTRY, , ,   
PRODMASH HOLOD UPACK. .  will be held jointly.

Venue: Belarus, Minsk region, Smolevichi district, 29 Pekinskii Ave., Exhibition Center Great 
Stone Industrial Park

Exhibition pro le:

Machinery, technologies and equipment for agro-industrial complex
Products of agricultural complex
Agro chemistry; soil and plant protection
Veterinary products, medicines, animal clinics
Building structures, power equipment, software
Seeds and plants. Technological equipment for grain processing
Packaging, refrigerating and lling equipment 
Materials, containers and labels
Accessories and parts
Beekeeping
Folk arts and crafts
International specialized salon -20BIOGAS 22
Biogas collection, logistics, storage, processing
Fermentation, use of fermentation residues
Biogas use, control, instrumentation and installation
Biogas utilization

Support and assistance: 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food of Belarus 
Ministry of Industry of Belarus
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus
Concern “Belgospischeprom”
State Committee for Science and Technology
Exhibition Company JSC "MINSKEXPO" and IFWexpo Heidelberg GmbH

4 9 4-  JUNE 202

BELARUSIAN AGROINDUSTRIAL WEEK  



By the number of presented innovations, BELAGRO is the leading business 
platform of the country.

"The exhibition BELAGRO re ects the dynamics of 
the implementation of the country’s main directions 
in agro-industrial area. This forum de nitely re ects 
the achievements of agro-industrial complex of 
Belarus and can truly be considered an annual 
synthesis of international experience. BELAGRO is 
extremely popular among our foreign partners."

 

 "The exhibition BELAGRO is a kind of summary on 
the achievements of agro-industrial complex. The 
interest in the exhibition is very high. A large 
number of contracts are usually signed at the 
exhibition. We can say for sure that the exhibition is 
always a success."

"The exhibition BELAGRO  displays not only samples 
of achievements of agricultural sector. We aimed to 
show that Belarus is a highly developed industrial 
country that is possesses modern mechanical 
engineering complex and latest technologies. This 
exhibition is also a platform with a great 
opportunity to discuss new projects, meet potential 
partners, and sign new contracts."

As a rule the exhibition is accompanied by extensive business program, which 
includes more than 40 events in various areas of agro-industrial sector: forums, 
conferences, B2B meetings, seminars, competitions, presentations, 
demonstrations, etc.

Contacts: , e-mail: Elena Fedorova  e_fedorova@minskexpo.com
Tatyana Lukashova, e-mail:   tanya@minskexpo.com
ph.: fax: (+375-17) 9858/  396 .  

JOINT STOCK COMPANY
  


